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Swamp Draining Ceremony

at 1000 SW 3rd Ave. Portland The Mark O. Hatfield Bldg

Every Monday at Noon and other times that may become necessary. Starting Jan. 15th 

2018

I am. I am, known as one of the people. ron vrooman the common man, private; Ronald 

Charles Vrooman in cursive on my birth certificate and as trustee to the Private Membership 

Association RONALD CHARLES VROOMAN, THE STRAW MAN; also known as Ronald 

Charles Vrooman Private Attorney Generals by the United States Congress 42 U.S.C.1988 and 

18 U.S.C.1510 and 18 U.S.C. 1512 and to be known as “One of the People” also “Qualified 

Criminal Investigator” and “Federal Witness” and by unrebutted affidavit. Status identified and 

unrebutted. Others to be named and added later. The flesh and blood man on Oregon.

Take Heed!!!

If you are an Oregonian, or an American state national, over the age of majority, a private 

member of we the people; your presence is respectfully requested as you have standing, if two 

others agree you do, and it must be Affidavit strong.

If you are a member of the BAR you must provide BAR number and place of 

employment and proof of FARA, insurance and bond. If you are a member of the corporate 

governance you are a foreign agent and have no standing as an Oregonian or American state 

national. You are welcome to attend.

If you are a US citizen and/or employee of the city of, the subdivision of the county of, a 

subdivision of the state of, a subdivision of the US Inc, you are cordially invited with your 

guarantee of good comportment. We will be meeting under the 4 corner protection rule 
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guaranteed by our founding documents circa 1819 thru 1860-61 Article III 11th amendment and 

VII amendment specifically called forth! As are several other amendments. And the Oregon 

Constitution Original cNov 1908,

Governing law will be abided by: Ex Parte Milligan, Ex Parte Young, Clearfield Doctrine 

and Accardi Doctrine and ORCP 20 A…

We will not be exercising our Second , II Amendment Guarantees at this time!!!

Exemplary comportment is required as the token for you attendance...

I do lawful not legal and this is my best effort. If my paper is found to be deficient TAKE 

HEED: you are required to assist me in correcting it.

_To: Managing responsible persons in USMC; DOJ; Courthouse  740 and GSA. All 

Sheriffs of the local area counties or deputy, Metro area Chief of Police or management 

representative.  Member of the city of local area corporate governance or representative; Member 

of the local counties Commission corporate governance or representative, state of Oregon and 

Washington Executive, Legislative and Judicial corporate governance... 

_____________________________________________

I Demand with this notification that you meet me or my representative, or send a 

representative to the 3rd floor roof deck lobby area at 1000 sw 3rd. I am one of those people 

Donald J. Trump declared sovereign, a non US citizen, beneficiary to the founding documents. 

Antonin Scalia the Justice of the one supreme Court, murdered on the watch of the previous 

administration; declared: WE THE People were the 4th Branch of government. I am also a 

member of that group, they are the beneficiaries of the founding documents.

By blood line, from two ancestors, a father and son, Vrooman that fought for New York 
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in the Revolution. I am a Son of the American Revolution. We will have rule of law.

The reason I chose the Mark O. Hatfield Federal Building,  is because, it is on Oregon. It 

is not an Article III 11th and VII amendment court house. It is not on federal land. By title: All 

the decks, ladders and passageways. Elevators and lobbies, 3rd floor deck area are common space 

for we the people. The Marshall has authority within the rented space of the USMS, DOJ, US 

district court in Article I courthouse 740 or maybe a special kangaroo court, admiralty and equity 

and miscellaneous court, maybe DC Municipal court. The one as identified to me by the GSA as 

the renter of space. No territorial jurisdiction... 

Assemble, on the outside, at the front of the Building: 

TAKE HEED: The language of the flag precludes the offices and court space from using 

the gold fringe flag, it is not federal land. The national ensign only, no fringe, we are not in 

Marshall Law. The security, staff scanners and control choke point is on the space, of we the 

people, without paying rent to the GSA or have a contract. I believe... Is that Homeland Security 

or some other agency manning the entrance? I will need to see their bona fides.

Whistle-Blowers will be warmly applauded.

We will be examining fiduciary duties and adherence to oaths and laws and statutes that 

apply.

On Oregon, without the state of Oregon, within t(T)he u(U)nited States of/for America 

c1819

Under penalty of perjury signed and sworn by:             
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